Top home energy-saving tips

Here are simple things to do when trying to reduce energy use inside and outside your home. Find more energy-saving tips here.

Outside
Put outdoor and landscaping lights on timers

Cooling
Use a smart thermostat or set your thermostat to 78° when at home and 85° when away

EV Charging
Install an ENERGYSTAR® certified charger and explore off peak charging rate plans

Cooking
Use smaller appliances, like microwaves or toaster ovens, which use less electricity than stovetops or ovens

Refrigerator
On average a refrigerator door is opened 33 times a day. Minimize the number of times you open the refrigerator and avoid leaving it open for prolonged periods of time

Laundry
Remember to use energy-saving settings

Family room
Turn down brightness and use automatic eco- and energy-saving features on TVs and consoles
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